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Denr RD, 

I too am sorry that we did not meet !lgain, but the press of 
work was such that I jnst could not arrange it. In any event, 
I have finished a second, more careful reading of your chapter 
on Marx, which, I found really breath-caking, not only for its 
scope, but in the dYluunism of its several transitions. I think 
that you are right about the pervnsivenesc of the dialectic 
111' all phases of l•le.rx's thought, from first to last, ,and both 
right and original in the 1HJ.y 111 which you aet ~le.rx! s experience 
of praxis in the center of his ·-·materialization" of the dialectic, 

-·against the redURtionists who simply ·see him -a~~ "inver:t;ing" Hegel· 
--or in eliminating the dialectic altogether. The identification 
·of the subject of the dialectic as the proletariat is convincir.g
to _me. I le:.:rned much from th~ chapter, and, I hope to soe it 
in print soon. - · - _ _ _ 

One point only occurs to me. You ere of course right that the 
dialectic in Marx's conception of it_is no mechanical-logical 
"method," to be applied to the data of economic history or history 

··of society ingeneral. But ·is it not possible to say that for 
''larx it-is also a method of analysis. I_am thinking of the 
second half of Chapter I of Capital, where ~arx discloses the 
operations of ·ohat variety of false consciousness by which 
the fetishism of commodities is ex;;>lai•,ed. I.e., the transition 
fz·om 'th<;> .. Bquival;mt, through the Extended and Generalized forms 
of value, to the constitution of the Honey Form as the char~cteristic 
form of bourgeois relations, human relations ttediat~d by the cash 
nexus. As Lukacs points out in Geschichte und KlasGen ••• , it is 
not "'arx 1 s origi,.ali ty to have seen this form o:! mediation (he 
cites Cax·lyle 1 s uerception of that fact), but to have underGtood 
hol< this could be the case in a eertain kind of society( and to 
have shown, I would ~-.::::.l: have said, by a dialectjcal analysis 
of consciousness itself, how i·t came about that men could come 
to accept as a truth for alleternity 1;hat was in :t'eality a 
reflection of a mode of social relationship and praxis in a 
particular stage of social evolution). 

As for the rc:::t, bravo. I e~pecially liked the analysis of 
the Contribution •••• 

\'lith all best >rishcs, and good luck, I ¥.~ 

Hayden \fui te 

P. S. I enclose the chanter on Sartl·e which you sen
1
t to me 

directly; I return the "!•!arx chapter to Eugene Gogo • 
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